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Abstract - One of the main costs associated with Accounts 
receivable (AR) collection is related to the intervention 
actions taken to remind customers to pay their outstanding 
invoices. Apart from the cost, intervention actions may lead to 
poor customer satisfaction, which is undesirable in a 
competitive industry. In this paper, we studied the payment 
behavior of invoices for customers of a logistics company, and 
used predictive modeling to predict if a customer will pay the 
outstanding invoices with high probability, in an attempt to 
reduce intervention actions taken, thus reducing cost and 
improving customer relationship. We defined a pureness 
measure to classify customers into two groups, those who paid 
all their invoices on time (pureness = 1) versus those who did 
not pay their invoices (pureness = 0), and then use their 
attributes to train predictive models, to predict for customers 
who partially paid their invoices on time (0 < pureness < 1), 
to determine those who will pay with high probability. Our 
results show that a Neural Network model was able to predict 
with high accuracy and further concluded that for a 0.1 unit 
increase in pureness measure, the customer is 1.132 times 
more likely to pay on time. 
Keywords: accounts receivable; predictive modeling; 
intervention actions; customer level 
 
1 Introduction 
  A typical Order-to-Cash process for businesses involves 
accounts receivable collection after an invoice is issued to the 
customer. A usual payment term of 30, 45 or 60 days is often 
provided for the customer to make full payment of the 
invoiced amount. However, many businesses face a similar 
problem of having customers who do not pay on time, and 
will have to take intervention actions to remind their 
customers to pay their outstanding invoices. Such intervention 
actions cost money and time, and may even lead to poor 
customer satisfaction. 
 An international logistics company serves many 
customers in delivering their goods in boxes or envelopes, to 
locations all over the world. A standard 30-day payment term 
is provided for all invoices and up to 45 days of allowance is 
permitted before intervention actions start to kick in. After 45 
days, soft intervention actions like reminder phone calls will 
be made to the customers, and hard intervention actions like 
letter of demand will be sent from the 61st day onwards. After 
180 days, the payment will be deemed as bad debt and no 
future orders will be accepted from such bad customers. 
 Through interactions with the customers, the logistics 
company realized that delay in payments could be due to non-
apparent reasons, such as the billing cycle being misaligned 
with the due dates of the invoices. For some of the customers, 
they will eventually make payments even without intervention 
actions being served upon them. Thus, in this project, we 
studied the payment behaviors of invoices for the good 
customers (those who paid all their invoices within 45 days) 
and bad customers (those who did not pay their invoices after 
180 days), and used predictive modeling to predict if a 
customer will pay the outstanding invoices with high 
probability, in an attempt to reduce intervention actions taken 
on them, thus reducing cost and improving customer 
relationship. 
2 Literature Review 
 A patent was granted in 2007 for an invention to use an 
automated system and method to predict the likelihood of 
collecting a delinquent debt [1]. In this patent, the authors 
proposed several embodiments including one where a 
predictive model which uses historical data of delinquent debt 
accounts, the collection methods used, and the success of the 
collection. In another embodiment, a predictive model which 
uses profiles of delinquent debt accounts to summarize the 
patterns of events and the success of collection. A third 
embodiment described a predictive model which includes a 
vector representation of the collector’s written notes to encode 
contextual similarity to map to a word space, to calculate the 
net present value of a delinquent debt, the preferred collection 
action or most appropriate collection agent. While this patent 
did not present the actual models and results, it contained 
possible statistical methods that could be used to enhance debt 
collection. 
 The first piece of published work [2] used supervised 
learning to build predictive models to predict if an invoice 
will be paid on time or delayed, which could be 1 to 30 days 
late, 31 to 60 days late, 61 to 90 days late, or more than 90 
days late. The authors analyzed invoice records from four 
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firms, focusing on returning customers (customers with more 
than one invoice) and concluded that by using historical late 
payment behaviors of customers in addition to invoice 
features, there is significant improvement in the prediction 
accuracy. They extended their analysis to include customer 
features such as organization profile, and was able to further 
improve the prediction accuracy. By predicting that an invoice 
payment will be late, for example more than 90 days late, the 
company can take early preemptive actions to prevent such 
invoices from becoming bad debt. Finally, they compared the 
accuracy of a unified model (applicable for all four firms) 
versus firm-specific model, and showed that the firm-specific 
model yielded higher prediction accuracy. 
 Following [2], [3] and [4] are two master thesis from 
MIT which focused on similar work, using similar invoice and 
payment behavior features, and had drawn the same 
conclusion that the Random Forest model had the highest 
prediction accuracy for predicting if an invoice payment will 
be on time or delayed, and how long the delay will be. The 
author in [3] added some work in analyzing the characteristics 
of delayed invoices and problematic customers, and 
concluded that there was no obvious correlation between 
invoiced amount and invoice delay. The author in [4] also 
performed further analysis and concluded that customers with 
fewer invoices are less likely to have late payment, and vice 
versa, and thus different models should be built for different 
customer groups. He also showed that prediction accuracy 
increases as the number of invoices per customer increases. 
 Apart from managing overdue invoices from the 
creditor’s perspective, managing overdue invoices from the 
debtor’s perspective was considered [5]. The authors 
proposed a generic methodological framework for invoice 
payment processing which can take care of stochastic 
processing lead time, and built a cohort Markov chain model 
to simulate the process to identify bottlenecks for 
improvements, leading to reduction in the payment of overdue 
invoices. 
 
 Our work is different from the past works in [2], [3] and 
[4] in a few areas. Firstly, we do not predict if a particular 
invoice payment will be on time or late, instead we focus on 
the customer as a whole. A customer can have multiple 
outstanding invoices, and we predict if he would likely pay on 
time or not pay at all. Secondly, we define a new pureness 
measure to determine if a customer is good (pureness = 1) or 
bad (pureness = 0) to train our predictive models, by using 
features related to past on-time payment behavior and 
organization profile, rather than features related to past late 
payments. We then use our model to predict for those 
customers who have pureness between 0 and 1 (partially paid 
on time), and identify those who are likely to pay on time with 
high probability, hoping to reduce the overall intervention 
actions taken. Thirdly, the past works were focused on 
increasing intervention actions on invoices which are likely to 
be late, while we are focused on reducing intervention actions 
on customers who are likely to pay on time. Finally, using our 
pureness measure, we can determine the relationship between 
computed pureness and predicted probability to pay on time. 
 This paper is organized as follows. Section 3 defines our 
proposed pureness measure and how the measure is used to 
group the customers into three different groups. Section 4 
describes the data preparation tasks where seven database 
tables were provided and the derived attributes were 
computed, resulting in different number of customers in each 
group. In Section 5, we will explore the data to gain some 
intuitive as well as interesting insights. From the interesting 
insights, we can support the conjecture that different billing 
cycles and different number of business years could be 
correlated to the number of intervention actions due to late 
invoice payment. In Section 6, we will discuss the modeling 
process and the prediction results obtained. Section 7 
concludes the paper. 
3 Pureness Measure Definition 
 In [2], they created 14 aggregated features related to late 
payment behavior, including ratio of paid invoices that were 
late, ratio of sum of paid base amount that were late, average 
days late of paid invoices that were late, ratio of outstanding 
invoices that were late, ratio of sum of outstanding base 
amount that were late, and average days late of outstanding 
invoices that were late. Both [3] and [4] also included 
aggregated features related to late payment behavior such as 
number of delayed invoices, total amount of delayed invoices, 
average amount of delayed invoices, average delayed days, 
and their respective ratios. All these features were useful to 
predict if an invoice will be paid on time or delayed.  
 As the objective of our work is to predict if a customer 
would likely to pay on time, we are more interested to 
measure the percentage of invoices, both in terms of number 
and value, which were paid on time, rather than late. Thus, we 
have defined a new pureness measure as follows: 
 Pureness = W1 * (number of invoices paid on time / 
total number of invoices) + W2 * (sum of value of invoices 
paid on time / sum of value of all invoices) 
 Where, W1 and W2 are weights which can be adjusted 
according to how much emphasis the company wants to place 
on each factor. 
 By using this pureness measure, we can compute it for 
all the customers in the data set we have and group the 
customers into three groups: 
x Group 1 – those who paid all their invoices within 45 
days (Pureness = 1) 
x Group 2 – those who did not pay their invoices after 
180 days (Pureness = 0) 
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x Group 3 – those who partially pay their invoices 
within 45 days (0 < Pureness < 1) 
 The intention is to use Group 1 and Group 2 to train the 
predictive model, and then predict for those in Group 3, who 
are those that are most likely to pay their invoices on time like 
those in Group 1. For customers who are identified to have 
high probability to be like those in Group 1, the number of 
intervention actions can be reduced. 
4 Data Preparation 
 We were provided with a snapshot of the data in the 
month of January 2015 from the logistics company, which 
includes seven different database tables as described in Table 
1. We joined all the seven tables together using the customer 
ID, and removed records (rows) and attributes (columns) 
which have too many missing data. We were left with 10,562 
unique customer records. For all the customers, we computed 
their individual pureness measure, and used it as the target 
variable for the predictive model. The number of customers in 
each Group is given in Table 2. 
Table 1. Description of the Seven Database Tables (DBT) 
Provided 
DBT Description 
1 - Invoice x This table contains the invoice information 
for all the customers located in a specific 
country.  One invoice record will be one row in 
the table which contains the invoice number, 
customer ID, invoice date, invoice closed date, 
etc.  
x Using the invoice data and invoice closed 
date, we can compute the number of days taken 
to make payment, and for those that are within 
45 days, we marked them as on time, and those 
which are not closed after 180 days, we marked 
them as bad debt. We can then compute the 
total number of invoices paid on time, and the 
total number of invoices in the data, for each 
customer ID. 
2 - 
Intervention 
Actions 
x This table contains all the past intervention 
actions taken for each customer. One 
intervention action record will be one row in 
the table which contains the intervention action 
ID, customer ID, invoice number, intervention 
action description, etc. 
x Note that since we only have a snapshot of 
the data, the intervention actions taken consists 
of all historical intervention actions, which can 
be for invoices which are not found in DBT1. 
3 - Revenue x This table contains the revenue associate with 
each invoice. One invoice record will be one 
row in the table which contains the invoice 
number, customer ID, revenue, etc. 
x Using the revenue for each invoice, we can 
compute the total revenue of invoices paid on 
time, and the total revenue of all invoices in the 
data, for each customer ID. 
4 - Payment 
Type 
x This table contains the payment methods for 
each invoice. One invoice record will be one 
row in the table which contains the invoice 
number, customer ID, payment type (paid by 
sender, paid by recipient, or paid by others), 
etc. 
x Using the payment type, we can compute the 
percentage of invoices which are paid by 
sender, receiver or others. 
5 - 
Customer 
x This table contains information related to the 
customers. One customer record will be one 
row in the table which contains customer ID, 
total number of employees, year which 
company was started, industry code, etc. 
6 – Air bill x This table contains information for each air 
bill. One air bill will be one row in the table 
which contains the air bill ID, invoice number, 
weight, volume, amount, whether the shipment 
is an envelope or a box, etc. 
x An air bill (or air waybill) is a document that 
accompanies goods shipped to provide detailed 
information about the shipment and allows it to 
be tracked. One invoice can consist of more 
than one air bill. Using the weight, volume and 
amount of each air bill, we can compute the 
average weight, average volume, average 
amount and percentage of envelope shipments, 
of all the air bills for all the invoices related to 
a customer ID. 
7 - Billing 
Cycle 
x This table contains the billing cycle and 
payment mode for each customer. One 
customer record will be one row in the table 
which contains customer ID, payment by cash 
or not, billing cycle (daily, weekly, bi-weekly, 
or monthly), etc. 
 
 Based on the computed pureness measure for each 
customer, we have 5373 customers in Group 1 (pureness = 1), 
2747 in Group 2 (pureness = 0), and the remaining 2442 in 
Group 3 (0 < pureness < 1). Among the customers in Group 1, 
2004 of them had only one invoice with the company. For 
such customers, we removed them as we were unable to 
determine their good payment behavior confidently simply 
based on one invoice. Finally, 3369 customers in Group 1, 
and 2747 customers in Group 2 were used for the training of 
the predictive model. 
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Table 2. Number of Customers in Each Group 
Group Pureness 
Measure 
Number of 
customers 
Number of customers 
used for predictive 
model 
1 1 5373 3369 
2 0 2747 2747 
3 Between 
0 and 1 
2442 2442 
TOTAL 10562 8558 
 
5 Data Exploration 
 With 17 attributes given in Table 3, including the unique 
customer ID and the target variable pureness measure, we 
explored the data to uncover some insights. The more 
intuitive observations include: 
x Customers who do not pay by cash tend to be late in 
payment and thus received more intervention actions. 
x Customers with more air bills tend to be late in 
payment and thus received more intervention actions. 
x Customers from smaller companies, which tend to 
have immature business processes, tend to be late in 
payment leading to more intervention actions. 
The more interesting and insightful observations include: 
x Figure 1 shows that customers which are 11 to 20 
years in operation (level 4 for business year) tend to 
have late payments and thus received more 
intervention actions. This observation was consistent 
for customers with pureness = 0 and pureness = 1. 
Note that our data set consisted of all intervention 
actions which could be for invoices not within our 
data set. Thus, those with pureness = 1 could also 
have intervention actions taken on them in the past. 
x Figure 2 shows that customers with weekly (WL) 
billing cycle tend to have late payments and thus 
received more intervention actions. This is followed 
by companies with bi-weekly billing cycle (BWL). 
This seems to suggest that daily (DL) and monthly 
(ML) billing cycles are preferred. 
 These insightful observations showed that different billing 
cycle and different number of business years are correlated to 
the number of intervention actions due to late invoice 
payment. Thus, there is merit in predicting payment behavior 
at the customer level rather than individual invoice level. 
 
 
Figure 1. Distribution of total number of intervention actions 
by business year levels for pureness = 0 and pureness = 1 
 
Figure 2. Distribution of total number of intervention actions 
by billing cycle for pureness = 0 and pureness = 1 
Table 3. Attributes of the Data Set Used 
 Attribute Description 
1 Serial_Nos_ Unique customer ID 
2 Billing_cycle 4 types:  
x DL (daily) 
x WL (weekly) 
x BWL (biweekly)  
x ML (monthly) 
3 Cash_or_not 1: Customer pays by cash 
0: Customer does not pay 
by cash 
4 Airbill_count_total Total number of air bill 
5 Bill_count Number of air bill for this 
month 
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6 C_percent Percentage of all 
transactions paid by the 
recipient 
7 O_percent Percentage of all 
transactions paid by others 
8 S_percent Percentage of all 
transactions paid by the 
sender 
9 Per_of_envelope Percentage of all 
transactions delivered by 
envelope 
10 Avg_amount The average amount of all 
the air bills 
11 Avg_volume The average volume of all 
the air bills 
12 Avg_weight The average weight of all 
the air bills 
13 Intervention_count_new The total number of all the 
intervention actions taken 
14 Total_revenue_new Total revenue 
15 Employee_level 4 levels  
x 1: 1-50 employees 
x 2: 51-300 
employees 
x 3: 301-1000 
employees 
x 4: more than 1000 
employees 
16 Business_year 8 levels 
x 1: 0-2 years 
x 2: 3-5 years 
x 3: 6-10 years 
x 4: 11-20 years 
x 5: 21-30 years 
x 6: 31-40 years 
x 7: 41-50 years 
x 8: more than 50 
years 
17 Pureness Calculated pureness 
measure 
 
6 Modeling and Prediction 
 Using SAS Enterprise Guide, seven models were built 
including Probability Tree, Misclassification Tree, 
Regression, Polynomial Regression, Neural Network, 
Regression with Neural Network(2), and Ensemble Model, as 
shown in Figure 3. There were several data handling methods 
included in the process to partition the data, transform the 
variables and to impute missing data. Both training (66%) and 
validation (33%) data sets followed the same process flow. 
The final chosen model was used to perform the prediction for 
the prediction data set (Group 3). 
 We used the Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) 
chart and Fit Statistics to select the best predictive model. 
ROC chart is a two-dimensional plot of the Sensitivity (y) 
against the 1-Specificity (x) at different threshold settings. 
Sensitivity, also known as true positive rate, measures the 
proportion of positives that are correctly identified among all 
the positives. While 1-Specificity, also known as false 
positive rate, measures the probability of false alarm. We 
would want a model with the highest Sensitivity and lowest 1-
Specificity. So this would correspond to the top-left-hand 
corner of the chart at (0, 1). Thus, a model that is closest to (0, 
1) will be the best model. From Figure 4, we can see that the 
Neural Network model is the closest to the (0, 1) point, thus 
the best model. 
 For Fit Statistics, there are several statistical measures 
which will help one determine if a model is well fitted. 
Measures include sum of squared errors, average squared 
error, root average squared error, misclassification rate, and 
maximum absolute error, were provided by the SAS output 
file. Misclassification rate is more suitable for categorical 
prediction, while the others can be used for numerical 
prediction. To obtain a tight measure, sum of squared errors, 
average squared error and root average squared error are 
possible measures as they report similar results. The Fit 
Statistics given in Table 4 also shows that the Neural Network 
model had the lowest sum of squared errors, average squared 
error and root average squared error, among all the models, 
thus it is the best model. 
Table 4. Fit Statistics for All Models 
Model Sum of 
Squared 
Errors 
Average 
Squared 
Error 
Root 
Average 
Squared 
Error 
Neural Network 797.8585 0.097897 0.312885 
Ensemble Model 811.9171 0.099622 0.315629 
Neural Network (2) 816.4224 0.100175 0.316504 
Probability Tree 840.4616 0.103124 0.321129 
Misclassification 
Tree 
898.7805 0.110280 0.332084 
Polynomial 
Regression 
913.5018 0.112086 0.334793 
Regression 1158.587 0.142158 0.377038 
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Figure 3. Modeling Process Flow using SAS Enterprise Guide 
 
 
Figure 4. ROC Chart for All Models 
 Using the selected Neural Network model, we predicted 
the outcome for Group 3 customers, and 41.89% of them were 
predicted to have pureness = 1 with high predicted 
probabilities as shown in Table 5. With this results, the 
logistics company can sort the customers according to 
predicted probabilities in descending order, and choose to 
reduce the intervention actions for customers with high 
probabilities. This will lead to reduced intervention actions 
taken and the associated costs.  
Table 5. Predicted Pureness for Group 3 Customers 
Pureness Prediction Percentage of Customers 
1 41.89% 
0 58.11% 
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 With so many customers to handle for a large logistics 
company, we attempt to obtain a general relationship to assist 
the company to quickly evaluate whether a customer will 
likely pay on time, simply based on the customer’s pureness 
measure, computed from past on time payment behavior. For 
the Group 3 customers with predicted pureness measure 
(between 0 and 1) and their respective predicted probabilities, 
we plotted their probabilities versus their actual pureness 
measure. It was found that a linear relationship exists where, 
for a 0.1 unit increase in pureness measure, the customer is 
1.132 times more likely to pay on time as shown in Figure 5. 
Such a relationship can be useful as a general rule-of-thumb 
for the logistics company to quickly compute their customers’ 
pureness measure from their past on-time payment behavior, 
and determine the corresponding probability of paying on 
time, and decide if fewer intervention actions should be taken, 
should they decide not to run the predictive model for 
prediction. 
 
Figure 5. Linear Relationship Between Computed Pureness 
and Predicted Probability 
 
7 Conclusions 
 We have successfully used a predictive model to predict 
if a customer will pay the outstanding invoices on time with 
high probability, in an attempt to reduce intervention actions 
taken on them, thus reducing cost and improving customer 
relationship. We focused on customer level rather than 
individual invoices, by including features such as customers’ 
billing cycle, employee level and business year. From our 
results, it was found that a linear relationship exists, where a 
0.1 unit increase in pureness measure, the customer is 1.132 
times more likely to pay on time. This relationship is useful as 
a general rule-of-thumb to determine if interventions should 
be taken for a customer simply based on the computed 
pureness measure, without using the predictive model. 
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